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IntroductIon
The physical understanding of the transport of heavy impurities, like W, is important for the 
achievement of practical fusion energy (see also [1]). Among the plasma parameters which affect 
impurity transport, rotation has only recently received the deserved consideration [2-6]. In addition 
to the off-diagonal contribution related to the presence of a radial gradient of the toroidal rotation 
(usually dubbed roto–diffusion) [2,4,6], even in moderately rotating plasmas, centrifugal effects 
of heavy impurities become non-negligible [2,3,5]. Plasmas obtained in the hybrid scenario in JET 
with the ITER-like wall (JETILW) can be used to study these effects on W, since the deuterium 
toroidal rotation reaches central thermal Mach numbers around 0.4 (Mach of W up to 3.8). At the 
same time, this study allows us to explore the transport mechanisms which are responsible for the 
central W accumulation which is often observed in this type of discharges [7].

1. calculatIons of neoclassIcal and turbulent transport of W
Calculations of W neoclassical and turbulent transport of two time slices of a JETILW hybrid 
scenario Pulse No: 82722 have been performed with the drift-kinetic (DK) code NEO [8] and the 
gyrokinetic (GK) code GKW [3,9] respectively. The codes NEO and GKWinclude the consistent 
treatment of the poloidal asymmetry of the Wdensity due to centrifugal effects. GK calculations 
are linear. The two time slices have been selected to be representative of two conditions during 
the time evolution of the high power phase of the discharge. The first at 5.9s before the start of W 
accumulation, and the second at 7.5s during the W accumulation phase. In the calculations, a single 
W species is considered, with charge which changes along the minor radius and it is given by the 
local average over the concentrations of all the W ionization stages. Neoclassical and turbulent 
transport are summed in order to obtain a prediction of the profile at the low field side (LFS) of 
the normalized logarithmic gradient of W density R/LnW = −RVW TOT /DW TOT, where RVW TOT = 
RVW NEO +

 RVW GKW and DW TOT = DW NEO +
 DW GKW and indexes ‘NEO’ and ‘GKW’ indicate the 

neoclassical and the turbulent components respectively. Given  the sensitivity of the GK results 
to the input gradients, the sum of the neoclassical and turbulent components is performed by 
imposing that the turbulent ion heat conductivity predicted by the GK calculations iGKW matches 
the anomalous part of the ion heat conductivity ci an = ci PB−ciNEO. Here ci PB is the power balance 
ion heat conductivity obtained by interpretive JETTO calculations [7]. Then, the expression for the 
LFS value of R/LnW reads

(1)

The normalization to the ion heat conductivity used in this expression is appropriate for these 
cases, where the ion heat flux is dominant and, consistently, ITG instabilities have been found to 
dominate the linear spectrum. The four terms of Eq. (1) are plotted in Fig.1 for the two time slices 
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GKW/ciGKW)(ci an/ciNEO) and analogous expression for RVW GKW/ciNEO). Although the ratio (ci an/
ciNEO)(DW GKW/ciGKW) appearing at the denominator of Eq.(1) becomes significantly larger than 
the corresponding neoclassical term DW NEO/ciNEO at r/a > 0.5, the neoclassical pinch component 
RVW NEO/ciNEO is never negligible in these plasmas. Actually, it provides the dominant contribution,
particularly in the central region r/a < 0.3, and determines the predicted W behaviour. The strong 
neoclassical inward convection at 7.5s is produced by the central peaking of the plasma density 
profile in this later phase [7]. The 2D density distribution of W over the poloidal cross-section can be 
built from the LFS profile of R/LnW computed with Eq. (1), by integration over the radial direction 
taking into account the poloidal asymmetry produced by centrifugal effects [10,3,4]. The results 
are presented in Fig.2, and clearly show the W localization at the LFS at 5.9s due to centrifugal 
trapping in the presence of a hollow LFS W density profile, and an extreme central peaking at 7.5s, 
produced by neoclassical accumulation. The radial profiles of the transport coefficients obtained by
the combination of NEO and GKW results are found to reproduce the main features of the W 
transport empirically obtained by an analysis with the JETTO/SANCO transport package [7]. The 
predicted 2D density distributions presented in Fig.2 reproduce the main features observed on the 
poloidal cross–section of the SXR emission obtained by tomographic inversion of the SXR signals 
of the JET discharge under study.

2. W behavIour In Jet-IlW hybrId plasmas
We investigate here how generic are the results obtained by the specific modelling of Pulse No: 82722 
and if signatures of neoclassical transport accumulation are observed in general in these JET-ILW 
hybrid plasmas. A common feature of these hybrid scenariosis the development of a transient phase 
featuring a hollow density profile after the NBI switch-on and the consequent transition to H–mode 
[7]. Hollow main plasma density profiles are favorable to avoid neoclassical accumulation, but this 
condition is only transient, and eventually in these discharges the main plasma density peaks in the 
center. In almost the totality of cases, also W is observed to peak, following the behaviour of the
electron density. This suggests an important role of neoclassical W transport in the accumulation 
process, consistently with the theory modelling results presented in the previous section. The 
comparison between conditions which lead to W accumulation with those in which W accumulation 
is not observed reveal that the critical radial window in which the peaking of the main plasma density 
profile is related to W accumulation is inside r/a = 0.3. The time evolution of the central peaking 
of the W density can be monitored with a proxy given by the ratio of the SXR signal of a central 
line of sight (LOS) to that of a peripheral LOS, appropriately normalized to the ratio of the chord 
lengths and to the ratio of the electron density at the magnetic surfaces to which the LOS are tangent
(practically the magnetic axis for the central LOS t19, and r/a = 0.4 for the peripheral LOS t25). In 
Fig.3, the time evolution of this proxy for the W peaking is plotted against a local parameter R/Lni − 
0.5R/LTi at r/a = 0.15, which is proportional to a simple analytical estimate of the neoclassical pinch 
to diffusivity ratio of W [11] (R/Lne and R/LTe are used in place of R/Lni and R/LTi respectively, since 
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Ti measurements are not available on a regular basis for these plasma discharges). The large majority 
of the discharges follow more or less the same curve in this space of variables, which provides 
strong indication that neoclassical transport is the main mechanism responsible for the observed 
accumulation, consistently with the theory-based modelling results of Pulse No: 82722 presented 
in the previous section. We note that some of these plasma discharges in hybrid scenario develop 
NTM (3/2, 4/3 or 5/4), and interesting correlations in time are observed in some cases between the 
appearance of the NTM and an increase in the peaking rate of W [12]. We speculate that there is 
an unfavorable interaction between the neoclassical transport and the development of an island, 
when the island appears in the presence of a hollow LFS density profile of W (like that predicted 
in Fig.2a). In these conditions, the impact of the island is to move W rapidly inward, in a more 
central region where the neoclassical transport is more unfavorable and can more efficiently lead
to accumulation. We provide some evidence in support of this speculation by plotting in Fig.4 the 
change in W peaking rate (estimated simply as d log(t19/t25)/dt) as a function of the proxy of the 
W peaking already used in Fig.3, evaluated at the appearance of the NTM. In the cases where the 
NTM appears in the presence of a centrally peaked W LFS density, small changes in the W peaking 
rate are observed. In contrast, when the W LFS density is hollow, the change in peaking rate can 
be extremely large. Finally, in some discharges, n = 1 activity can prevent the build up of strong 
central gradients of the main plasma density, with the beneficial effect of reducing the neoclassical 
pinch (e.g. Pulse No: 83527) (see also [7,13]).

conclusIons
Neoclassical DK (NEO) and linear GK (GKW) calculations of W transport during an early and a 
late time-slice of the high power phase of a JET-ILW hybrid scenario discharge reproduce the main 
features of the W behaviour observed in the experiment. In the early phase a centrally hollow LFS 
W density profile is predicted, with consequent off-axis LFS localization ofWdue to centrifugal 
effects. In contrast, in the later phase, an extreme central peaking of W is produced by neoclassical 
accumulation due to the central peaking of the plasma density. These results indicate that W 
accumulation in the core is mainly determined by the dominant role of neoclassical transport in the 
central region of the plasma (r/a < 0.3) (see also [7]). This conclusion appears to be confirmed by the 
analysis of a dataset of plasma discharges in hybrid scenario, where the time evolution of a proxy of 
the W peaking is found to be highly correlated with a simple analytical estimate of the neoclassical 
pinch to diffusion ratio in the center (r/a ~ 0.15). In some cases MHD modes significantly impact 
this time evolution. It is suggested that when NTMs appear where the LFS W density profile is 
hollow, they can produce a fast displacement of a significant amount of the off-axis localized W 
toward a more internal region where neoclassical transport is more unfavorable, with consequent 
faster accumulation.
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Figure 1: (a) Neoclassical and turbulent contributions in 
Eq.1 for case at 5.9s

Figure 1: (b) Neoclassical and turbulent
contributions in Eq. 1 for case at 7.5s
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Figure 2: (a) Predicted contour lines of W density 
(normalized to max = 1) at 5.9s

Figure 2: (b) Predicted contour lines of W density 
(normalized to max = 1) at 7.5s

Figure 3: Proxy of W LFS peaking vs proxy of neoclassical 
pinch to diffusion ratio.

Figure 4: Change of peaking rate after the appearance 
of a NTM versus a proxy of the W LFS density peaking.
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